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Abstract. Confidential multi-stakeholder machine learning (ML) allows
multiple parties to perform collaborative data analytics while not revealing
their intellectual property, such as ML source code, model, or datasets.
State-of-the-art solutions based on homomorphic encryption incur a
large performance overhead. Hardware-based solutions, such as trusted
execution environments (TEEs), significantly improve the performance in
inference computations but still suffer from low performance in training
computations, e.g., deep neural networks model training, because of
limited availability of protected memory and lack of GPU support.
To address this problem, we designed and implemented Perun, a frame-
work for confidential multi-stakeholder machine learning that allows users
to make a trade-off between security and performance. Perun executes
ML training on hardware accelerators (e.g., GPU) while providing se-
curity guarantees using trusted computing technologies, such as trusted
platform module and integrity measurement architecture. Less compute-
intensive workloads, such as inference, execute only inside TEE, thus at a
lower trusted computing base. The evaluation shows that during the ML
training on CIFAR-10 and real-world medical datasets, Perun achieved
a 161× to 1560× speedup compared to a pure TEE-based approach.

Keywords: Multi-Stakeholder Computation · Machine Learning · Con-
fidential Computing · Trusted Computing · Trust Management

1 Introduction

Machine learning (ML) techniques are widely adopted to build functional artificial
intelligence (AI) systems. For example, face recognition systems allow paying at
supermarkets without typing passwords; natural language processing systems
allow translating information boards in foreign countries using smartphones;
medical expert systems help to detect diseases at an early stage; image recognition
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Fig. 1. Stakeholders share source code, data, and computing power to build an ML
application. They need a framework to establish mutual trust and share data securely.

systems help autonomous cars to identify road trajectory and traffic hazards.
To build such systems, multiple parties or stakeholders with domain knowledge
from various science and technology fields must cooperate since machine learning
is fundamentally a multi-stakeholder computation, as shown in Figure 1. They
would benefit from sharing their intellectual property (IP) – private training data,
source code, and models – to jointly perform machine learning computations only
if they can ensure their IP remains confidential.

Training data owner. ML systems rely on training data to build inference
models. However, the data is frequently sensitive and cannot be easily shared
between disjoint entities, like in the case of the healthcare data used for training
diagnostic models contain privacy-sensitive patient information. The strict data
regulations, such as general data protection regulation (GDPR) [1], impose an
obligation on secure data processing. Specifically, the training data must be under
the training data owner’s control and must be protected while at rest, during
transmission, and training computation.

Training code owner. The training code owner implements a training algo-
rithm that trains an inference model over the training data. The training code
(e.g., Python code) typically contains an optimized training model architecture
and tuned parameters that build the business value and the inference model
quality. Thus, the training code is considered as confidential as the training data.
The training requires high computing power, and, as such, it is economically
justifiable to delegate its execution to the cloud. However, in the cloud, users with
administrative access can easily read the training service source code implemented
in popular programming languages, such as Python.

Model owner. The inference model is the heart of any inference service. It is
created by training the model with a large amount of training data. This process
requires extensive computing power and is time-consuming and expensive. Thus,
the model owner, a training code owner, or a third party that buys the model,
must protect the model’s confidentiality. The trained models may reveal the
privacy of the training data [3]. Several works [13,3] demonstrated that extracted
images from a face recognition system look suspiciously similar to images from
the underlying training data.

Inference code owner. The inference code is an AI service allowing clients to use
the inference model on a business basis. The inference code is frequently developed
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using Python or JavaScript and hosted in the cloud. Thus, the confidentiality
of the code and the integrity of the computation must be protected against an
adversary controlling computing systems executing the AI service.

Inference data owner. The inference data owner is a client of an AI service.
He wants to protect his input data. Imagine a person sending an X-ray scan of
her brain to a diagnostic service to check for a brain tumor. The inference data,
e.g., a brain’s scan, is privacy-sensitive and must not be accessible by the AI
service provider.

To build an AI service, stakeholders must trust that others follow the rules
protecting each other’s IP. However, it is difficult to establish trust among them.
First, some stakeholders might collude to gain advantages over others [41]. Second,
even a trustworthy stakeholder might lack expertise in protecting their IP from a
skilled attacker gaining access to its computing resources [43,12]. We tackle the
following problem: How to allow stakeholders to jointly perform machine learning
to unlock all AI benefits without revealing their IP?

Recent works [37,33] demonstrated that cryptographic techniques, such as
secure multi-party computation [56] and fully homomorphic encryption [15],
incur a large performance overhead, which currently prevents their adoption
for computing-intensive ML. Alternative approaches [42,34] adopted trusted
execution environments (TEEs) [36] to build ML systems showing that TEEs
offer orders of magnitude faster ML computation, at the cost of weaker security
guarantees compared to pure cryptographic solutions. Specifically, the pure cryp-
tographic solutions compute on encrypted data, while in TEE-based approaches, a
trusted ML software processes the plaintext data in a CPU-established execution
environment (called enclave), which is isolated from the untrusted operating
system and administrator. Although promising for the ML inference, TEEs still
incur considerable performance overhead for memory-intensive computations,
like deep training, because of the limited memory accessible to the enclave and
lack of support for hardware accelerators, like graphical processing units (GPUs).
Thus, since TEEs alone are not enough for the ML training processes, we raise
the question: What trade-off between security and performance has to be made
to allow the ML training to access hardware accelerators?

We propose Perun, a framework allowing stakeholders to share their code
and data only with certain ML applications running inside an enclave and on a
trusted OS. Perun relies on encryption to protect the IP and on a trusted key
management service to generate and distribute the corresponding cryptographic
keys. TEE provides confidentiality and integrity guarantees to ML applications
and to the key management service. Trusted computing technologies [14] provide
integrity guarantees to the OS, allowing ML computations to access hardware
accelerators. Our evaluation shows that Perun achieves 0.96× of native per-
formance execution on the GPU and a speedup of up to 1560× in training a
real-world medical dataset compared to a pure TEE-based approach [34].

Altogether, we make the following contributions:
– We designed a secure multi-stakeholder ML framework that: (i) allows stake-

holders to cooperate while protecting their IP (§3.1, §3.2)), (ii) allows stake-
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holders to select trade-off between the security and performance, allowing for
hardware accelerators usage (§3.3,§3.4).

– We implemented the Perun prototype (§4) and evaluated it using real-world
datasets (§5).

2 Threat Model

Stakeholders are financially motivated businesses that cooperate to perform ML
computation. Each stakeholder delivers an input (e.g., input training data, code,
and ML models) as its IP for ML computations. The IP must remain confidential
during ML computations. The stakeholders have limited trust. They do not
share their IP directly, but they encrypt them so that only other stakeholders’
applications, which source code they can inspect under a non-disclosure agreement
or execute in a sandbox, can access the encryption key to decrypt it.

An adversary wants to steal a stakeholder’s IP when it resides on a computer
executing ML computation. Such a computer might be provisioned in the cloud
or a stakeholder’s data center, e.g., a hybrid cloud model. In both cases, an
adversary has no physical access to the computer. For this, we rely on state-of-
the-art practices controlling and restricting access to the data center to trusted
entities.

However, an adversary might exploit an OS misconfiguration or use social
engineering to connect to the OS remotely. We assume she can execute privileged
software to read an ML process’s memory after getting administrative access to
the OS executing ML computation. One of the mitigation techniques used in
Perun, integrity measurement architecture (IMA) [45], effectively limits software
that can execute on the computer under the assumption that this software, which
is considered trusted, behaves legitimately also after it has been loaded to the
memory, i.e., an adversary cannot tamper with the process’ code after it has been
loaded to the memory. This might be achieved using existing techniques, like
enforcing control flow integrity [27], fuzzing [57], formally proving the software
implementation [58], using memory-safe languages [35], using memory corruption
mitigation techniques, like position-independent executables, stack-smashing
protection, relocation read-only techniques, or others.

The CPU with its hardware features, hardware accelerators, and secure
elements (e.g., TPM) are trusted. We exclude micro-architectural and side-
channel attacks, like Foreshadow [51] or Spectre [30]. We rely on the soundness
of the cryptographic primitives used within software and hardware components.

3 Design

Our objective is to provide an architecture that: (i) supports multi-stakeholder ML
computation, (ii) requires zero code changes to the existing ML code, (iii) allows
for a trade-off between security and performance, (iv) uses hardware accelerators
for computationally-intensive tasks.
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Fig. 2. Perun framework supports multi-stakeholder ML computation. Stakeholders
trust the security policy manager. Inside security policies, they define which stakeholder’s
application can access a cryptographic key allowing decryption of confidential code or
data. TEE protects code, data, and cryptographic keys.

3.1 High-level Overview

Figure 2 shows the Perun framework architecture that supports multi-stakeholder
computation and the use of dedicated hardware accelerators. The framework
consists of five components: (i) stakeholders, the parties who want to perform
ML jointly while keeping their IP protected; (ii) security policy manager, a key
management and configuration service that allows stakeholders to share IPs for
ML computations without revealing them; (iii) ML computation including training
and inference; (iv) GPU, hardware accelerators enabling high-performance ML
computation; and (v) TEE and TPM, secure elements enabling confidentiality
and integrity of ML computations on untrusted computing resources.

To allow multiple stakeholders to perform ML and keep their IP confidential,
we propose that the IP remains under the stakeholder’s control. To realize that
idea, we design the security policy manager that plays the role of the root of
trust. Stakeholders establish trust in this component using the remote attestation
mechanism, like [25], offered by a TEE. The TEE, e.g., Intel software guard
extensions (SGX) [11], guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of processed
code and data. After stakeholders ensure the security policy manager executes in
the TEE, they submit security policies defining access control to their encryption
keys. Each stakeholder’s IP is encrypted with a different key, and the security
policy manager uses security policies to decide who can access which keys. From
a technical perspective, the security policy manager generates the keys inside the
TEE and sends them only to authenticated ML computations executing inside
the TEE. Thus, these keys cannot be seen by any human.

Depending on individual stakeholders’ security requirements, Perun offers
different throughput/latency performances for ML computations. For stakeholders
willing strong integrity and confidentiality guarantees, Perun executes ML
computations only inside TEEs enclaves, i.e., input and output data, code,
and models never leave the enclave. For stakeholders accepting a larger trusted
computing base in exchange for better performance, Perun enables trusted
computing technologies [14] to protect ML computations while executing them on
hardware accelerators, e.g., GPU. Specifically, it uses IMA, which is an integrity
enforcement mechanism that prevents adversaries from running arbitrary software
on the OS, i.e., software that allows reading data residing in the main memory
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or being transferred to or processed by the GPU. The security policy manager
verifies that such a mechanism is enabled by querying a secure element compatible
with the trusted platform module (TPM) [19] attached to the remote computer.

3.2 Keys Sharing

Stakeholders use security policies to share encryption keys protecting their IP.
For example, the training data owner specifies in his security policy that he
allows the ML computation of the training code owner to access his encryption
key to decrypt the training data. The security policy manager plays a key role
in the key sharing process. It generates an encryption key inside the TEE and
securely distributes it to ML computations accordingly to the security policy. The
training code owner cannot see the shared secret in the example above because
it is transferred only to his application executing inside the TEE.

To provision ML computations with encryption keys, the security policy man-
ager authenticates them using a remote attestation protocol offered by a TEE
engine, e.g., the SGX remote attestation protocol [25]. During the remote attesta-
tion, the TEE engine provides the security policy manager with a cryptographic
measurement of the code executing on the remote platform. The cryptographic
measurement – the output of the cryptographic hash function over the code
loaded by the TEE engine to the memory – uniquely identifies the ML computa-
tion, allowing the security policy manager to authorize access to the encryption
key based on the ML computation identity and stakeholder’s security policies.

3.3 Security Policy and Trade-offs

Perun relies on security policies as a means to define dependencies among
stakeholders’ computation and shared data.

Listing 1.1 shows an example of a policy. The policy has a unique name (line
1), typically combining a stakeholder’s name and its IP name. The name is used
among stakeholders to reference volumes containing code, input, or output data.
A volume is a collection of files encrypted with an encryption key managed by
the security policy manager. Only the authorized ML computations have access
to the key required to decrypt the volume and access the IP. To prevent an
adversary from changing the policy, the stakeholder embeds his public key inside
the policy (line 21). The security policy manager accepts only policies containing
a valid signature issued with a corresponding stakeholder’s private key.

The ML computation definition consists of a command required to execute the
computation inside a container (line 2) and a cryptographic hash over the source
code content implementing the ML computation (line 8). The security policy
manager uses the hash to authenticate the ML computation before providing it
with the encryption key.

The policy allows selecting trade-offs between security and performance. For
example, a training code owner who wants to use the GPU to speed up the ML
training computation might define conditions under which he trusts the OS. In
such a case, a stakeholder defines a certificate chain permitting to verify the
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Listing 1.1. Security policy example
1 name: training_owner/training_code
2 command: python /app/training.py
3 volumes:
4 - path: /training_data
5 import: training_data_owner/training_data_service
6 - path: /inference_model
7 export: inference_owner/inference_service
8 integrity_hash: {"0a11...bb3f"}
9 operating_system:

10 certificate_chain: |-
11 -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
12 # certificate chain allowing
13 # verification of the secure
14 # element manufacturer
15 -----END CERTIFICATE-----
16 integrity:
17 measure0: e0f1...4be6
18 measure1: ae44...3a6e
19 measure2: 3d45...796d
20 stakeholder: |-
21 -----BEGIN PUBLIC KEY-----
22 # the policy owner's public key
23 -----END PUBLIC KEY-----

authenticity of a secure element attached to the computer (line 10) and expected
integrity measurements of the OS (lines 16-19). The security policy manager
only provisions the ML computations with the encryption key if the OS integrity
(kernel sources and configuration) are trusted by the stakeholder. Specifically, the
OS integrity measurements reflect what kernel code is running and whether it
has enabled the required security mechanisms. Only then, the ML computations
can access the confidential data and send it to the outside of the TEE, e.g., GPU.

We discuss now and evaluate later (§5.2) two security levels that are particu-
larly important for the ML computation. The first one, the high-assurance security
level, fits well the inference because it offers strong security guarantees provided
by the TEE, allowing the inference model to execute in an untrusted data center
controlled by an untrusted operator. It comes at performance limitation, which
is acceptable for inference because, typically, inference operates on much smaller
data than ML training and does not need access to hardware accelerators. The
high-assurance security level offers confidentiality and integrity of code and data
at rest and in runtime. The trusted computing base (TCB) is low; It includes
only the inference model executing inside the TEE, the hardware providing the
TEE functionality, and the key distribution process. The second security level,
the high integrity level, fits well the ML training because it enables access to
hardware accelerators required for intensive computation. It comes at the cost
of a larger TCB compared to the high-assurance security level because the code
providing access to the hardware accelerators, i.e., an operating system, must
be trusted. Perun relies on the TPM to establish trust with load-time kernel
integrity and on IMA to extend this trust to the OS runtime integrity.

3.4 Hardware ML Accelerators Support

Typically, ML computations (e.g., deep neural networks training) are extremely
intensive because they must process a large amount of input data. To decrease
the computation time, popular ML frameworks, such as TensorFlow [2], support
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tion informs that the legitimate OS with enabled integrity-enforcement mechanisms
controls access to the GPU.

hardware accelerators, such as GPUs or Google tensor processing units (TPUs).
Unfortunately, existing hardware accelerators do not support confidential com-
puting, thus not offering enough security guarantees for the multi-stakeholder ML
computation. For example, an adversary who exploits an OS misconfiguration [55]
can launch arbitrary software to read data transferred to the GPU from any
process executing in the OS. Even if ML computations execute inside the TEE
enclaves, an adversary controlling the OS can read the data when it leaves the
TEE, i.e., it is transferred to the GPU or is processed by the GPU. Because
of this, we design Perun to support additional security mechanisms protecting
access to the data (also code and ML models) while being processed out of
the TEE. This also allows stakeholders to trade-off between security level and
performance they want to achieve when performing ML computations.

Figure 3 shows how Perun enables hardware accelerator support. ML com-
putations transfer to the security policy manager a report describing the OS’s
integrity state. The report is generated and cryptographically signed by a secure
element, e.g., a TPM chip, physically attached to the computer. The security
policy manager authorizes the ML computation to use the encryption key only if
the report states that the OS is configured with the required security mechanisms.
Precisely, the integrity enforcement mechanism, such as integrity measurement
architecture (IMA) [45], controls that the OS executes only software digitally
signed by a stakeholder. Even if an adversary gains root access to the system, she
cannot launch arbitrary software that allows her to sniff on the communication
between the ML computation and the GPU, read the data from the main memory,
or reconfigure the system to disable security mechanisms or load a malicious
driver. This also allows Perun to mitigate software-based micro-architectural
and side-channel attacks [51,9,54,16], which are vulnerabilities of TEEs.

To enable hardware accelerator support, a stakeholder specifies expected OS
integrity measurements inside the security policy (Listing 1.1, lines 9-19) and
certificates allowing verification of the secure element identity. The OS integrity
measurements are cryptographic hashes over the OS’s kernel loaded to the memory
during the boot process. A secure element collects such measurements during the
boot process and certifies them using a private key linked to a certificate issued
by its manufacturer. The certificate and integrity measurements are enough for
the security policy manager to verify that the IMA enforces the OS integrity.
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Although the hardware accelerator support comes at the cost of weaker
security guarantees (additional hardware and software must be trusted when
compared to a pure TEE-based approach), it greatly improves the ML training
computation’s performance (see §5.2).

3.5 Zero Code Changes

Perun framework requires zero code changes to run existing ML computations,
thus providing a practical solution for legacy ML systems. To achieve it, Perun
adapts platforms supporting running legacy applications inside the TEE, such as
SCONE [5] or GrapheneSGX [49]. These platforms allow executing unmodified
code inside the TEE by recompiling the code using dedicated cross-compilers or
running them with a modified interpreter executing in the TEE.

3.6 Policy Deployment and Updates

A stakeholder establishes a transport layer security (TLS) connection to the
security policy manager to deploy a policy. During the TLS handshake, the
stakeholder verifies the identity of the security policy manager. The security
policy manager owns a private key and corresponding certificate signed by an
entity trusted by a stakeholder. For example, such a certificate can be issued
by a TEE provider who certifies that given software running inside a TEE
and identified by a cryptographic hash is the security policy manager. Some
TEE engines, such as SGX, offer such functionality preventing even a service
administrator from seeing the private key [29]. For other TEEs, a certificate
might be issued by a cloud provider operating the security policy manager as
part of cloud offerings.

Perun requires that the security policy manager authorizes changes to the
deployed policy. Otherwise, an adversary might modify the stakeholder’s policy
allowing malicious code to access the encryption key. In the Perun design, the
stakeholder includes his public key inside the digitally signed security policy.
Since then, the security policy manager accepts changes to the policy only if a
new policy has a signature issued with the stakeholders’ private key corresponding
to the public key present in the existing policy. By having a public key embedded
in the security policy, other stakeholders can verify that the policy is owned by
the stakeholder they cooperate with. The details of the policy security manager
regarding key management, high availability, tolerance, and protection against
rollback attacks are provided in [18].

4 Implementation

We implemented the Perun prototype based on TensorFlow version 2.2.0 and
the SCONE platform [5] because SCONE provides an ecosystem to run unmod-
ified applications inside a TEE. We also rely on the existing key management
system provided by the SCONE [50] and its predecessor [18] to distribute the
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configuration to applications. We rely on Intel SGX [11] as a TEE engine because
it is widely used in practice.

Our prototype uses a TPM chip [19] to collect and report integrity mea-
surements of the Linux kernel loaded to the memory during a trusted boot [46]
provided by tboot [10] with Intel trusted execution technology (TXT) [17]. The
Linux kernel is configured to enforce the integrity of software, dynamic libraries,
and configuration files using Linux IMA [45], a Linux kernel’s security subsystem.
Using the TPM chip, verifies that the kernel is correctly configured and interrupts
its execution when requirements are not met.

We use an nvidia GPU as an accelerator for ML computation. The ML
services are implemented in Python using TensorFlow framework, which supports
delegating ML computation to the GPU.

4.1 Running ML Computations Inside Intel SGX

To run unmodified ML computations inside the SGX enclaves, we use the SCONE
cross-compiler and SCONE-enabled Python interpreters provided by SCONE
as Docker images. They allow us to build binaries that execute inside the SGX
enclave or run Python code inside SGX without any source code changes.

The SCONE wraps an application in a dynamically linked loader program
(SCONE loader) and links it with a modified C-library (SCONE runtime) based
on the musl libc [39]. On the ML computation startup, the SCONE loader
requests SGX to create an isolated execution environment (enclave), moves the
ML computation code inside the enclave, and starts. The SCONE runtime, which
executes inside the enclave along with the ML computations, provides a sanitized
interface to the OS for transparent encryption and decryption of data entering
and leaving the enclave. Also, the SCONE runtime provides the ML computations
with its configuration using configuration and attestation service (CAS) [50].

4.2 Sharing the Encryption Key

We implement the security policy manager in the Perun architecture using
the CAS, to generate, distribute, and share encryption keys between security
policies. We decided to use the CAS because it integrates well with SCONE-
enabled applications and implements the SGX attestation protocol [25]. Other
key management systems supporting the SGX attestation protocol might be used
[8,32] but require additional work to integrate them into SCONE.

We create a separate CAS policy for each stakeholder. The policy contains
an identity of the stakeholder’s IP (data, code, and models) and its access
control and configuration. It is uploaded to CAS via mutual TLS authentication
using a stakeholder-specific private key corresponding to the public key defined
inside the policy. This fulfills the Perun requirement of protecting unauthorized
stakeholders from modifying policies. The IP identity is defined using a unique
per application cryptographic hash calculated by the SGX engine over the
application’s pages and their access rights. The SCONE provides this value
during the application build process. The CAS allows for the specification of
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the encryption key as a program argument, environmental variable, or indirectly
as a key related to an encrypted volume. Importantly, the CAS allows defining
which policies have access to the key. Thus, with the proper policy configuration,
stakeholders share keys among enclaves as required in the Perun architecture.

Our prototype uses the CAS encrypted volume functionality, for which the
SCONE runtime fetches from the CAS the ML computation configuration con-
taining the encryption key. Specifically, following the SGX attestation protocol,
the SCONE runtime sends to CAS the SGX attestation report in which the
SGX hardware certifies the ML computation identity. The CAS then verifies
that the report was issued by genuine SGX hardware and the ML computation
is legitimate. Only afterward, it sends to the SCONE runtime the encryption
key. The SCONE runtime transparently encrypts and decrypts data written and
read by the ML computation from and to the volume. The ML computations,
i.e., training and inference authorized by stakeholders via policies, can access the
same encryption key, thus gaining access to a shared volume.

4.3 Enabling GPU Support with Integrity Enforcement

Our prototype implementation supports delegating ML computations to the GPU
under the condition that the integrity-enforced OS handles the communication
between the enclave and the GPU. The integrity enforcement mechanism prevents
intercepting confidential data that leaves the enclave because it limits the OS
functionality to a subset of programs essential to load the ML computation
and the GPU driver. Thus, a malicious program cannot run alongside the ML
computations on the same computing resources. We use trusted boot and TPM
to verify it, i.e., that the remote computer runs a legitimate Linux kernel with
enabled integrity enforcement that limits software running on the computer to
the required OS services, the GPU driver, and ML computations.

Trusted boot. Trusted computing technologies define a set of technologies that
measure, report, and enforce kernel integrity. Specifically, during the computer
boot, we rely on a trusted bootloader [10], which uses a hardware CPU exten-
sion [17] to measure and securely load the Linux kernel to an isolated execution
environment [46]. The trusted bootloader measures the kernel integrity (a cryp-
tographic hash over the kernel sources) and sends the TPM chip measurements.

The TPM stores integrity measurements in a dedicated tamper-resistant
memory called platform configuration registers (PCRs). A PCR value cannot be
set to an arbitrary value. It can only be extended with a new value using a crypto-
graphic hash function: PCR_extend = hash(PCR_old_value ∣∣ data_to_extend).
This prevents tampering with the measurements after they are extended to a
PCR. The TPM implements a TPM attestation protocol [20] in which it uses
a private key known only to the TPM to sign a report containing PCRs. Our
prototype uses the TPM attestation protocol to read the TPM report certifying
that an ML computation executes on an integrity-enforced OS, i.e., a Linux
kernel with enabled IMA.

Integrity enforcement. IMA is a kernel mechanism that authenticates files
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Fig. 4. The kernel integrity-enforcement system authenticates a file by checking its
digital signature before loading it to the memory.

before allowing them to be loaded to the memory. Figure 4 shows how the IMA
works. A process executing in userspace requests the kernel to execute a new
application, load a dynamic library, or read a configuration file. IMA calculates
the cryptographic hash over the file’s content, reads the file’s signature from the
file’s extended attribute, and verifies the signature using a public key stored in
the kernel’s ima keyring. If the signature is correct, IMA extends the hash to a
dedicated PCR and allows the kernel to continue loading the file.

Trusted boot service. Because SCONE is proprietary software, we could not
modify the SCONE runtime to provide the CAS with the TPM report. Instead,
we implemented this functionality in a trusted boot service that uses the TPM to
verify that the ML computations execute in the integrity-enforced OS.

The CAS performs the SGX attestation of the trusted boot service and
provisions it with the TPM certificate as well as a list of the kernel integrity
measurements. The trusted boot service reads the integrity measurements stored
in PCRs using the TPM attestation protocol. The TPM genuineness is ensured
by verifying the TPM certificate using a certificate chain provided by the CAS.
The Linux kernel integrity is verified by comparing the integrity measurements
certified by the TPM with the measurements read from the CAS.

We implemented the trusted boot service as an additional stage in the ML
data processing. It enables other ML computations to access the confidential
data only if the OS state conforms to the stakeholder’s security policy. It copies
the confidential data from an encrypted volume of one ML computation to a
volume accessible to another ML computation after verifying the kernel integrity
using the TPM. Our implementation is complementary with Linux unified key
setup (LUKS) [7]. LUKS allows the kernel to decrypt the file system only if
the kernel integrity has not changed. This prevents accessing the trusted boot
service’s volume after modifying the kernel configuration, i.e., disabling the
integrity-enforcement mechanism.

5 Evaluation

Testbed. Experiments were executed on a ASUS Z170-A mainboard equipped
with an Intel Core i7-6700K CPU supporting SGXv1, Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080
Super, 64GiB of RAM, Samsung SSD 860 EVO 2TB hard drive, Infineon SLB
9665 TPM2.0, a 10Gb Ethernet network interface card connected to a 20Gb/s
switched network. Hyper-threading is enabled. The enclave page cache (EPC) is
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configured to reserve 128MB of RAM. CPUs are on the microcode patch level
0xe2. We run Ubuntu 20.04 with Linux kernel 5.4.0-65-generic. Linux IMA is
enabled. The hashes of all OS files are digitally signed using a 1024-bit RSA
asymmetric key. The signatures are stored inside files’ extended attributes, and
the certificate signed by the kernel’s build signing key is loaded to the kernel’s
keyring during initrd execution.

Datasets. We use two datasets: (i) the classical CIFAR-10 image dataset [31],
and (ii) the real-world medical dataset [47].

5.1 Attestation Latency

We run an experiment to measure the overhead of verifying the OS integrity
using the TPM. Precisely, we measure how much time it takes an application
implementing the trusted boot service to receive configuration from the security
policy manager, read the TPM, and verify the OS integrity measurements.

The security policy manager executes on a different machine located in the
same data center. It performs the SGX attestation before delivering a configura-
tion containing two encryption keys – a typical setup for ML computations – and
measurements required to verify the OS integrity. The security policy manager
and the trusted boot service execute inside SCONE-protected Docker containers.

Table 1 shows that launching the application inside a SCONE-protected
container takes 1573ms. Running the same application that additionally receives
the configuration from the security policy manager incurs 118ms overhead.
Additional 719ms are required to read the TPM quote, verify the TPM integrity
and authenticity, and compare the read integrity measurements with expected
values provided by the security policy manager. As we show next, 2.5 sec overhead
required to perform SGX and TPM attestation is negligible considering the ML
training execution time.

5.2 Security and Performance Trade-off

To demonstrate the advantage of Perun in allowing users to select the trade-off
between security and performance, we compare the performance of different
security levels provided by Perun and the pure SGX based system called
SecureTF [34]. We run the model training using the following setups: (i) only
CPU (Native); (ii) GPU (Native GPU ); (iii) Perun, IMA enabled (Perun+IMA);
(iv) Perun, IMA and SGX enabled (Perun+IMA+SGX ); (v) Perun with GPU,
IMA enabled (Perun+IMA+GPU ).
Table 1. End-to-end latency of verifying software authenticity and integrity using SGX
and TPM attestation. Mean latencies are calculated as 10% trimmed mean from ten
independent runs. sd stands for standard deviation.

Execution time
Application in a container 1573ms (sd=16ms)
+ SGX attestation 1691ms (sd=37ms)
+ SGX and TPM attestation 2410ms (sd=33ms)
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The Native and Native GPU levels represent scenarios where no security
guarantees are provided. Perun+IMA and Perun+IMA+GPU represent the
high integrity level (§3.3) in which ML training can execute directly on the CPU
or GPU (high performance) while require to extend trust to the operating system
(large TCB). Finally, Perun+IMA+SGX represents the high-assurance security
level where all computations are performed inside the TEE (limited performance)
but requires a minimal amount of trust in the remote execution environment
(low TCB). In all setups, the trusted boot service executes inside the enclave.

CIFAR-10 dataset. We perform training using the CIFAR-10 dataset, a con-
volutional neural network containing four conv layers followed by two fully
connected layers. We use BatchNorm after each conv layer. We apply the ADAM
optimization algorithm [28] with the learning rate set to 0.001.
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Fig. 5. The CIFAR-10 training latency comparison among different security levels
offered by Perun. Mean latencies are calculated from five independent runs.

Figure 5 shows the training latency, and Figure 6 shows the Perun speedup
depending on setups and batch sizes. At the high-assurance security level
(Perun+IMA+SGX ), Perun achieves almost the same performance as the
pure SGX-based system, secureTF. This is because the training data is processed
only inside the enclave, and SGX performs compute-intensive paging caused by
the limited EPC size (128MB) that cannot accommodate the training compu-
tation data (8GB). Perun+IMA+GPU and Perun+IMA achieve 1321× and
40× speedup when relying just on the high integrity level compared to secureTF
(batch size of 512). With these setups, the Perun performance is similar to native
systems (∼ 0.96× of native latency) because the integrity protection mechanism
performs integrity checks only when it loads files to the memory for the first
time, leading to almost native execution afterward.

Real-world medical dataset. Next, we evaluate Perun using a large-scale
real-world medical dataset [47]. The dataset contains a wide range of medical
images, including images of cancer and tumor treatment regimens for various
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Fig. 6. The CIFAR-10 training speedup of evaluated systems in comparison to Perun
with the highest security level (Perun + IMA + SGX).

parts of the human body, e.g., brain, colon, prostate, liver, and lung. It was
created via CT or MRI scans by universities and research centers from all around
the world. We perform training over the brain tumor images dataset (6.1GB)
using the 2-D U-Net [44] TensorFlow architecture from Intel AI [4]. It makes use
of the ADAM optimizer that includes 7 760 385 parameters with 32 feature maps.
We set the learning rate to 0.001 and the batch size to 32.

Table 2 shows that at the high-assurance security level (the data is processed
entirely inside the enclave), Perun+IMA+SGX achieves the same performance
as the referenced SGX-based system. However, when relying just on the high
integrity level to protect the data, Perun+IMA+GPU and Perun+IMA achieve
a speedup of 1559× and 47× compared to secureTF, respectively. We maintain the
accuracy of 0.9875 in all experiments (dice coef: 0.5503, soft dice coef: 0.5503).

6 Related Work

Secure multi-party computation. Although cryptographic schemes, such
as secure multi-party computation (MPC) and fully homomorphic encryption,
are promising to secure multi-stakeholder ML computation, they have lim-
ited application in practice [52,42]. They introduce high-performance over-
head [42,37,33,38,26], which is a limiting factor for computing-intensive ML,
Table 2. The training latency comparison among different security levels of Perun,
secureTF, and native. The results were obtained from a single run.

System Latency per epoch Speedup
Native CPU 5h 26min 14 sec 47×

Native GPU 9min 54 sec 1561×

Perun+IMA 5h 26min 17 sec 47×

Perun+IMA+SGX 257 h 27min 49 sec ∼ 1×

Perun+IMA+GPU 9min 55 sec 1560×

secureTF 257 h 43min 53 sec (baseline)
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and require to heavily modify existing ML code. Furthermore, they do not
support all ML algorithms, such as, deep neural networks. Some of them also
require additional assumptions, like MPC protocol requiring a subset of honest
stakeholders. Unlike Perun, most of them lack support for training computation.

Secure ML using TEEs.Many works leverage TEE to support secure ML [21,23,42].
Chiron [23] uses SGX for privacy-preserving ML services, but it is only a single-
threaded system. Also, it needs to add an interpreter and model compiler into
the enclave. This incurs high runtime overhead due to the limited EPC size.
The work from Ohrimenko et al. [42] also relies on SGX for secure ML compu-
tations. However, it does not allow using hardware accelerators and supports
only a limited number of operators — not enough for complex ML computations.
In contrast to these systems, Perun supports legacy ML applications without
changing their source code. SecureTF [34] is the most relevant work for Perun
because it also uses SCONE. It supports inference and training computation,
as well as distributed settings. However, it is not clear how secureTF can be
extended to support secure multi-stakeholders ML computation. Also, secureTF
does not support hardware accelerators, making it less practical for training
computation. Other works [48,40,6] use SGX and untrusted GPUs for secure ML
computations. They split ML computations into trusted parts running in the
enclave and untrusted parts running in the GPU. However, they require changing
the existing code and do not support multi-stakeholder settings.

Trusted GPUs. Although trusted computation on GPUs is not commercially
available, there is ongoing research. HIX [24] enables memory-mapped I/O
access from applications running in SGX by extending an SGX-like design with
duplicate versions of the enclave memory protection hardware. Graviton [53]
proposes hardware extensions to provide TEE inside the GPU directly. Graviton
requires modifying the GPU hardware to disable direct access to the critical GPU
interfaces, e.g., page table and communication channels from the GPU driver.
Telekine [22] restricts access to GPU page tables without trusting the kernel
driver, and it secures communication with the GPU using cryptographic schemes.
The main limitation of these solutions is that they require hardware modification
of the GPU design, so they cannot protect existing ML computations, and they
also do not support multi-stakeholder ML computations.

7 Conclusion

Perun allows multiple stakeholders to perform ML without revealing their intel-
lectual property. It provides strong confidentiality and integrity guarantees at the
performance of existing TEE-based systems. With the help of trusted comput-
ing, Perun permits utilizing hardware accelerators, reaching native hardware-
accelerated systems’ performance at the cost of a larger trusted computing base.
When training an ML model using real-world datasets, Perun achieves 0.96×
of native performance execution on the GPU and a speedup of up to 1560×
compared to the state-of-the-art SGX-based system.
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